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The project "Heights of creativity" is proposed by the assotiation Pro Loco Apice and gives

the opportunity for the young people from Italy, Romania and Spain to participate actively

in various activities based on the principles of non-formal learning. 

The young participants will practice creative writing methods that encourage the writer to

use imagination in way that makes the person more aware of surroundings. Through

discovery of themselves and exploration all sides of different stories and cultures from

various perspectives in a stimulating environment during seven days the young people will

work together and create short creative novels. As a matter of facts, the purpose of this

project is to give our participants the opportunity to express their thoughts, experiences or

emotions.

They will be encouraged to write from different narratives and present their creative

works, making them visually appealing.

We will use the evocative atmosphere of a ghost town Apice and the traditions of the

territory, peculiarities, gastronomy, and we will create a booklet containing the stories set

in the abandoned cities of Italy, Spain and Romania. At the same time we will develop

creative potential, critical thinking , communicative and intercultural competences of

young people and make the tangible and intangible cultural heritage more accessible in

order to develop a deeper sense of belonging to a common cultural space.



Participants
WRITER'S POINT OF
VIEW

Interested participants can fill in the application
form: https://forms.gle/ueHJszDAiu3VAdk48
 
During the selection of participants,
representatives of partner organizations, must take
into account the following criteria:
- aged between 20 and 25;
- good knowledge of the English language;
- ability to relate in group contexts and desire to
get involved;
- interest in multiculturalism; 
- interest in creative writing or photography.
 
Each organization will have to select 14
participants plus 2 youth leaders making sure the
right gender balance.
 



Logistics

Advanced planing
visit

One participants from
each association will

attend APV meeting on 18
and 19 of July 2019.

Insurance

Obtaining a full insurance
is the participant's

responsibility.
All participants will be

required to have a
European health
insurance card.

Accomodation

Accommodation will be in
B&B in the city of Apice.

After APV all the
participants will be inform

about facilities.
 



FINANCIAL CONDITIONS

There is no participation fee.
 

Accommodation and food: 100%
covered by Erasmus + Program.

 
Travel costs: are budgeted according

Erasmus + conditions (using the EU
distance calculator). 

 
The travel reimbursement will be

effective once we get all the original
documents of your travel,



Arrival and
departure

 

 

 

APV is planned on 18 and 19 of July.
 
Youth exchange - The participants
should arrive to Apice on 17th of
September after 19:00 and depart on
25th of September. 
 
The nearest airport to reach Apice is
Naples Capodichino. From Naples the
participants can reach Apice by  bus.

 



Contact
WRITER IN CHARGE

Erminia Manserra 

 

apiceproloco@gmail.com

+39 340 6477967



Italian For Beginners
Yes - Sì
No - No

Hello and bye! - Ciao!
Good morning! - Buon giorno!

Good evening/night! - Buona sera/notte!
Good bye! - Arrivederci!

Please - Per favore
Thank you! - Grazie!

You're welcome! - Prego! (Di niente)!
Excuse me, … - Scusi ...

My name is... - Mi chiamo...
Could you help me...? - Mi può aiutare...?

Just a moment please. - Un momento per favore.
I don't understand. - Non capisco.

How much does it cost? - Quanto costa?
One beer, please. - Una birra, per favore.

Can you warn us when we get to Apice, please? - Ci può avvisare
quando arriviamo ad Apice, per favore?


